TOTUM SPORT:
THE SCIENCE BEHIND
THE PERFORMANCE

Hydration is one of the most important
aspects for maximising performance,
supporting all other factors of speed,
strength, stamina, concentration, immunity
and recovery. Minerals and trace elements
are essential for them all.
At present, there are multiple approaches to
electrolyte supplements in elite sport but they
tend to focus on varying the concentrations of a
relatively small number of electrolytes such as
Sodium, Potassium, Chloride, with some
including Calcium, Magnesium and vitamins with
or without a carbohydrate source and artificial
sweeteners. Concentrations vary from
hypertonic, through isotonic, to mix-your-own
concoctions. What these myriad mixtures fail to
take into account is the importance of the rest
of the minerals and trace elements for effective
and efficient hydration and metabolism.
Research has existed and has been developed
since the late 1980s that has established the
complex inter-relationship of what are
considered the 29 most important minerals and
trace elements. This complexity of interaction
inevitably continues between the remaining 49
naturally-occurring minerals and trace elements
too. The interrelation between all the minerals
and trace elements explains why supplementing
with only a few of the higher concentration

electrolytes unbalances the homeostasis and
compromises the body’s ability to utilise the rest
of the electrolytes to maximum advantage.
The body can only fully utilise all the required
minerals and trace elements for hydration and
performance if they are all present in the correct
proportions and presented in the correct
proportions too.

MINERALS FOR
METABOLISM
Blood glucose levels and metabolic reactions are
similarly controlled and optimised by providing
the full complement and correct proportions of
all minerals and trace elements found in Totum
Sport. Metabolic reactions use up these
elements, which unless they are replaced,
reduces metabolism as well as cellular
hydration. Assessing the degree of hydration is
therefore the easiest way to monitor the mineral
and trace element status as an indicator to both
hydration and metabolic capability.
Unlike muscles, both nerves and Red Blood Cells
(RBCs) are almost exclusively reliant on glucose
as an energy supply. When blood glucose drops
during exercise function is compromised. Lack
of glucose and oxygen supplies leads to deficits
in nerve function that results in reduced
concentration, poor decision making and slower
reflexes. The brain prioritises its own functions
which explains why vision is affected by low
blood glucose. Being able to see is prioritised

over quality of vision. Peripheral vision reduces
and this reduces the ability to judge distances as
depth of vision is compromised. In practice it is
no coincidence that most mistakes and sports
injuries happen late in a period of play –
typically during the last 10 minutes of a half in
team games such as football or rugby. Teams
that can keep going right to the end get a
reputation for finishing well and “stealing”
games. Totum Sport maintains an athlete’s
ability to maintain performance from the first to
last seconds of competition.
Muscles have 3 different metabolic pathways for
generating ATP that the cells use for energy.
These use different energy sources that have
implications for the muscles as to how well they
can function and last. The first is the anaerobic
Phosphagen system that provides immediate
energy using ATP that the creatinine phosphate
(CP) reconstitutes after it is broken down and
releases energy. There are very limited stores

of ATP and CP in the muscles which are rapidly
used up after only a few seconds. This pathway
generates explosive power for sprints etc that
are short-lived. Recovery is relatively quick to be
ready to sprint again. This recovery from
intense bursts within exercise is enhanced by
minerals and hydration.
The second pathway is aerobic glycolysis. As the
name implies, it requires oxygen for
metabolism. The oxygen reacts with glucose to
generate up to 38 ATP molecules per glucose
molecule. This pathway can be sustained to
deliver moderately intense activity as long as the
cells are supplied with glucose from glycogen
stores in the muscles and liver and as long as
the RBCs keep delivering oxygen. When
glycogen stores are depleted the body can
utilise fat stores but these are slower to break
down, producing a reduced delivery of energy
and thus come into play more during endurance
events.

When RBCs run low on glucose and compromise
oxygen delivery, energy metabolism in muscles
is forced to function as anaerobic glycolysis
which generates only 2 ATP per glucose
molecule. This also produces lactic acid which is
considered to be an important factor is
predisposing muscles to cramp and injury.
Athletes that can regulate and maintain blood
glucose for longer will thus delay the switch to
anaerobic metabolism and gain multiple
advantages, not only in performance but will
require less recovery too. Minerals and trace
elements important roles in metabolism as cofactors and catalysts and are pivotal in
determining when the switch to less efficient
pathways occurs which compromises
performance in terms of stamina. Totum Sport
delays the switch and maximises stamina.

MINERALS FOR
RECOVERY
After exercise, minerals and trace elements
enhance nutrient uptake from the digestive tract
during the enhanced window of recovery that is
maximal for 30 minutes - 1 hour after exercise.
Taking Totum Sport prior to recovery
carbohydrates and proteins increases the
efficiency of the recovery process. Athletes who
use Totum Sport for training and recovery
frequently report that they get no Delayed
Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS) post training.
This is partly from the delayed switch to
anaerobic metabolism which minimises lactic
acid production but also from enhanced
recovery. This enhanced recovery continues as
muscle micro-tears that occurred in training
repair and increase the muscle’s capability.
Coming Soon: Totum Sport Nite is the isotonic
version of Totum Sport and supports the
calming down of the brain and production of
neurotransmitters that aid sleep quality. Most
muscle repair occurs during sleep when muscles
are still and energy is conserved for maximising
the repair process. Totum Sport Nite should
therefore be taken just prior to going to bed.
Athletes that recover more completely are less
prone to injury and can train harder more safely
at subsequent sessions to achieve an even
higher level of performance.
Athletes who are training hard on a continuous
basis often find that the body conserves energy
for training and the immune system suffers as a

result. When the immune system is depressed,
athletes are more prone to circulating infections
and take longer to fight any infection that gains
a foothold. Totum Sport supports not only
muscles, nerves and RBCs etc but all cells
throughout the body. This includes the immune
system. Athletes who incorporate Totum Sport
into their daily regime have been found to have
increased immune markers compared with
athletes who don’t. Infections can play havoc
with training regimes and determine whether
they are fit to be selected and compete on the
biggest stages.
Totum Sport is the only sports supplement that
has all 78 naturally-occurring minerals and trace
elements in a fully bioavailable form and the
correct proportions to ensure all the cells can
function at their best. Totum Sport’s ability to
rapidly remineralise the body at the cellular
level;
Helps hydrate and maintain cellular and
body hydration
Helps regulate energy metabolism and body
temperature to stop fatigue
Optimises muscle function for strength and
stamina which minimises cramps and
damage.
Maximises recovery to reduce muscle injury
and facilitate enhanced training
Improves immunity which indicates better
overall health.

